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1. When changing the width or height of a multi-sectioned cabinet, the user may now select over which sections the 
change in dimension should be evenly distributed. 

2. The AXYZ Infinite CNC Router is now supported. 
3. CIX files for BiesseWorks and BSolid were sometimes drilling 1 hole less than expected. This should be resolved 

now, but if you are using CIX files, please check to ensure this is accurate. 
4. The height of drawer guide holes may now be altered in a 3rd way: per drawer side height. 
5. Mandatory for ALL CNC Users:  The GLOBAL Height Adjustment for drawer guide holes of the bottom drawer in 

drawer banks (at the Smart CNC Rules screen) has changed and must be re-set:  A positive number now RAISES 
the holes rather than lowers them. Make sure you read the yellow help notes as you move your mouse within the 
input field. 

6. A new DRAWER GUIDE SPECIFIC Height Adjustment for drawer guide holes of the bottom drawer in drawer banks 
is now available at the Door and Drawer Building Methods screen. This Drawer Guide Specific btm drawer height 
adjustment will be added to the Global btm drawer height adjustment at the Smart CNC Rules screen if both exist. 
Make sure you read the yellow help notes as you move your mouse within the input fields. 

7. The “height adjustment of ALL drawer guide holes” has been moved to the “Drawer Side Heights” category of the 
Door and Drawer Construction Methods screen.  The value you have previously set has been moved and is intact. 
So no further action is required. 

8. New options for Finished Ends at the Case Building Methods setup screen now allow applied finished ends to be 
added to a cabinet in the Cabinet Editor without changing the width of the cabinet. 

9. The Rear Notch for garage stem walls at the Toe Kick category of the Cabinet Editor has been removed due to lack of 
use. If anyone requires this feature, contact Cabinet Pro LLC via email before 1 June 2023 and it will be re-instated. 

10. The “Number of Door Openings” at the Doors and Door Pulls category of the Cabinet Editor has been moved to the 
blue table on that screen. 

11. Drawer Banks may now have one or more drawers zeroed out by placing a zero in the box titled, “# of Dwrs”. 
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